1957 chevy body

Every time I see a new, all-steel reproduction body I take a serious reality check. Had someone
mentioned 35 years ago that one day all-new steel bodies would be available we would have
scoffed at the idea. After all, this was a time when you could barely get a patch panel that
actually fit your car, let alone an entire replacement body. If you were working on a '50s or '60s
car, OEM replacement panels were the only way to fly, and even back then they were becoming
both pricey and scarce. But an entire body? Never happened. Ah, but never is a long time and
Woody's Hot Rodz has "shortened" never into now. By the turn of the century there were
several all-steel reproduction bodies on the market. It began with Model A, and then of all things
a '32 Chevrolet roadster, and progressed to the '32 Ford, then the ' Ford, and Waddington's
Model A closed-cab pickup. Next, first-generation Camaro bodies was being assembled and
now we have actually watched the entire assembly of a '57 Chevrolet Bel Air convertible and
hardtop body, complete from headlight to tailfin. Finally, came Bob Drake's '40 Ford coupe. So
how exactly do we come from being unable to find reasonable replacement panels to top-quality
entire steel bodies? Well, two things come into play: a shrinking world and the computerâ€”but
not necessarily in that order. Technology has changed so dramatically over the past 20 years
that many projects once deemed financially impossible are now a reality. Offshore
manufacturing has also provided us with competitive pricing on big projects, such as
reproducing ' Chevrolet bodies. Technology has made it possible to "reverse engineer" parts, a
process where a perfect original piece can be 3-D scanned and put into production faster and
cheaper than ever before. Like most steel body builds, this one did not begin as one cohesive
project to build a complete Tri-Five Chevrolet body. Much like the Camaro body, it began with
replacement panels, such as floors, rocker panels, quarter-panels, doorskins, and fenders.
These panels were first stamped to help enthusiasts repair old and rusted vehicles. Anyone who
has ever repaired a rusted car knows rust is seldom skin deep and rust never sleeps. Peel back
that rusted quarter-panel and you will likely find rotted wheelhouses and floors. And so, more
and more parts were being produced to repair the original cars. Enthusiasts soon realized they
were better off purchasing a complete replacement door rather than simply a doorskin.
Floorpan and foot well patch panels soon gave way to complete floor replacements. Structural
rust in the firewall area brought with it demand for a complete cowl section in stock form,
particularly for convertibles. It was about this time the concept of a complete '57 Chevy body
became realistic. If they manufactured roof skins, inner roof structures, and complete inner
quarter-panels they could assemble a complete car. And so the stamping continued, until this
year when every brace, inner panel, and exterior panel was finally stamped in brand-new steel.
The next major project was the fabrication of fixtures to precisely assemble complete car
bodies. This body is an exact reproduction of the original, which means if you find a good set of
doors, a decklid, or front clip on a parts car they will bolt right on this body. The steel is all
stamped in Taiwan to a very high standard. Every panel has been reverse engineered from
perfect original parts and there have been a few improvements along the way; things like the
one-piece floor. The original Tri-Five Chevrolet didn't have a seam down the center of the
transmission tunnel. Current aftermarket floorings are two-piece with a seam. However the new
Real Deal Steel floorings do not have a seam mimicking the original factory floor. On these new
bodies the floor is one big stamping, eliminating the center seam and enhancing the strength of
the floor in the process. We had heard rumors of the new Real Deal Steel Tri-Five Chevrolet
bodies since last summer and when Chris Sondles of Woody's Hot Rodz contacted us about his
new '57 steel body and chassis packages we had to get a firsthand look at the project. Walking
inside the manufacturing building we were greeted by no less than five Real Deal Steel bodies in
different levels of completion. Talking about these bodies is one thing, walking up and actually
looking at a brand-new '57 Chevrolet convertible is a whole other story. These bodies are simply
gorgeous. Of course the fact that Chris Sondles arrived the day before we did and had one of
the new hardtop bodies perched atop his wild, straight-axle '57 reproduction frame only fueled
the Tri-Five flames. Now, Chevrolet built 1,, total cars in , yeah, roughly 1. Needless to say that
is just a bit above the capacity of the Real Deal Steel company, but still their single production
station is impressive and the productivity is ample to fill the needs of our hobby, turning out a
couple bodies per week. One of the keys to maintaining high quality and keeping the price
within reach is the fact that these bodies are assembled in the United States. After the stamping
process is completed in Taiwan they are loaded into a shipping container and are transported
by ship. That same container is then delivered by truck to Real Deal Steel for assembly. This
enables them to put 30 bodies in one container, saving a tremendous amount of shipping cost
in the process, costs that would have been passed onto the end consumer. To illustrate just
how much is saved that same container that holds enough parts for 30 bodies would hold just
two complete bodies. The panels arrive in boxes on pallets and after the stamping, every panel
is coated with a proprietary silver coating. This is a weld-through primer that prevents rust but

allows perfect welding too. The silver color gives the car a real steel body look. Each body is
assembled by hand on a precise fixture that ensures each body will be the same. First the floor
sections are mounted to the base fixture and the front half of the floor is spot-welded to the rear
portion using a production-style spot welder, much like you would see on a modern automotive
assembly line. Additional welding is done with a MIG welder. After the floor panels are
connected a large and heavy fixture is installed atop the new floor panels. This fixture will locate
the new firewall and inner cowl structure. A second fixture is now bolted in place, connecting to
both the main floor fixture and the front fixture. This jig precisely locates both inner
quarter-panel structures. After locating the inner quarter-panels they too are spot-welded and
MIG-welded in place, followed by the rocker panels that connect the inner cowl to the inner
quarter-panel structures. A smaller windshield fixture is now bolted atop the forward fixture and
the windshield surround is attached to the lower cowl area. The inner fixture also locates the
bracing connecting the two inner quarter-panels and the hinge points for the decklid. Of course
the panels vary between the convertible and hardtop but the same base fixture is used for both
bodies. After adding a myriad of other braces and inner panels the '57 Chevrolet "skeleton" is
complete. The good news is you can buy just the inner structure from Real Deal Steel and hang
your own reproduction, N. If you had a decent parts car this could be the way to go. Original
doors, decklids, quarter-panels, and the front clip will all weld or bolt to this skeleton just like an
original car. It is interesting to note that Whitaker and Irwin really expected to sell a lot of basic
body skeletons, but that has not necessarily been the case. It seems most customers see the
body with all the new outer skins installed and decide to go for the complete body. The
complete body is manufactured while the car is still on the fixture. The quarter-panel skins are
aligned and spot-welded in place just like the factory process. The fixture has locating pegs for
the new outer quarter-panels so placement is precise. The panel between the quarters is then
clamped in place. This panel incorporates the front of the driprail for the trunk area and is
clamped to the new quarter-panels. Before this panel is welded in place, the new decklid is
carefully fitted to the quarters and the forward panel. Once the decklid fits perfectly the spot
welding continues to permanently attach all the panels. It should be noted that throughout the
build there are approximately 25 percent more spot welds holding the body together than the
original '57 bodies. The final panel to be installed is the lower tail pan and it too is fitted to the
decklid prior to welding, along with the small inner quarter-panel pieces. This completes the
body shell and the inner fixtures are removed from the body and the body is carefully lifted off
the main fixture with a fork truck. If the customer has ordered doors, they are bolted in place at
this time completing the body. Of course the hood, front fenders, inner braces, and brackets are
all available in the complete package. After watching the assembly process it is no real mystery
to us why most people opt for the complete body package. Only the very best metalworkers
could hang the quarters, rockers, and other panels with the precision that Real Deal Steel does.
The fixture they use is just a huge advantage for alignment and the OEM-style spot welder
makes it all look very original. While these bodies are manufactured by Real Deal Steel, they do
not sell direct to consumers as they maintain their focus on manufacturing. Chris Sondles,
owner of Woody's, and the owners of Real Deal Steel have a working relationship that began
over 20 years ago. They have spent the last two decades deeply involved with Tri-Fives and the
bodies drop ship directly from the manufacturing facility in central Florida. You can purchase
bodies from Woody's Hot Rodz in virtually any state of completion and they also offer three
different chassis to mount the Tri-Five Chevrolet: Woody's straight-axle gasser style, a
stock-like A-arm upper and lower control arms chassis, and of course an Art Morrison
Enterprises chassis. Woody's Hot Rodz is fast becoming the place for all your Tri-Five needs.
They can provide the basic skeleton, a complete body, a complete body and frame kit, and even
a complete painted body. The introduction of all-new steel bodies for the wildly popular Tri-Five
Chevrolets will obviously increase the number of ' Chevrolet hot rods. The Real Deal Steel '55
and '57 body through Woody's will be available in a "post car" sedan model by the middle of the
summer and the hardtop and convertible models are available now. After they complete the full
line of '57 Chevrolets sorry, no Nomads Real Deal Steel will begin assembling '55 bodies in
convertible, hardtop, and post styles. All '56 models sedan, hardtop, convertible will be
available by the spring of While Tri-Five Chevrolets are not considered rare by most standards,
they are very popular and that popularity drives demand, which keeps prices high, even for
marginal cars. One interesting thing we have seen over the years is this: It is the customs, hot
rods, and resto-mod cars that bring in the most money when sold. It is not uncommon for
convertibles to be customized and modernized for maximum enjoyment and driveability.
Tri-Five Chevrolets were hot-rodded long before anyone thought of restoring one and the
advent of new steel bodies will provide hot rodders with a perfect body for everything from a
straight-axle gasser to a low-slung custom. Of course the use of a new body for a resto-mod

Chevrolet is a natural and dare we say these cars will find their way into the ranks of those
people who had always dreamed of a stone-stock '57 Chevrolet convertible. Of course you can
also purchase any single part required to repair your original ' Chevrolet too. Suddenly that '57
Chevy that was wrecked in the '70s is now a repairable car with new inner structures and
sheetmetal. And all this serves to illustrate that the '57 Chevrolet is a great-looking car that can
be built in endless styles. Much like the venerable '32 Ford, the Tri-Five Chevrolets are good
looking in every body style and lend themselves to all styles of hot rodding. For those who think
"everything has been done" on these cars, remember, they've been saying that about the Deuce
for over 60 years. The advent of a brand-new body will now make building a '57 Chevrolet much
like building a Deuce. With reproduction frames available most hot rodders can assemble a
high-caliber car in their home shop without the hassle of trying to rescue a year-old
rusted-and-tweaked body. And where you once felt compelled not to cut up that precious
sheetmetal, you are now free to modify at will. Feel like doing the radiused wheelwell trick? Go
ahead, there are plenty of quarter-panels to go around. Bench racing sessions, emails, and
online talk lead us to believe that the reproduction steel ' Chevrolet bodies may be the biggest
thing to hit hot rodding since the steel Deuce roadster. As a matter of fact, most of us think
these bodies will have an even bigger impact on our hobby as younger rodders relate to the
mid-'50s cars. One thing is certain, this is a welcome addition to the multiple choices afforded
hot rodders today. One need only remember the cars in the movie American Graffiti to
understand the impact and the synergy. It was bound to happen, gassers that is. After all,
traditional hot rods have been the hot ticket for the past 10 years and nothing goes better with a
traditional hot rod than an early gasser. Straight-axle cars, nose high stances, piecrust slicks,
velocity stacks, and colored Plexiglas windows are all making a huge comeback. For many
people, the term gasser and Tri-Five Chevrolets are synonymous, and we must admit few things
quicken the pulse more than a straight-axle '57 with no front bumper. In the early '60s,
street-going gassers were every bit as common as traditional hot rods and just plain ol' badass
Tri-Five Chevrolets roamed the continent devouring the competition at the track and the "stop
light grand prix. Nothing was more outrageous in the early '60s than a straight-axle, nose-high
fenderwells filled with headers, and radiused rear wheelwells gasser. Well, guess what? The
same holds true today. Roll into your local cruise night or major national event with a rumbling
gasser, rattling blue Plexiglas windows filled with kill stickers, and you are guaranteed to garner
a lot of smiles and draw a crowd when you park. Woody's Hot Rodz has just introduced their
all-new '57 Chevrolet gasser chassis. A study in modern fabrication, the chassis it beautifully
finished. The utter simplicity of straight-axles front and rear make this a very attractive way to
go. The nose-high stance is built into the axle and Chris Sondles, of Woody's Hot Rodz, reports
the turning radius is every bit as good as a stock '57 something a lot of '60s straight-axle cars
couldn't manage. When we were at Real Deal Steel in Sanford, Florida, Sondles came down from
Bright, Indiana, with his new gasser frame and mounted a two-door hardtop body on that
chassis. Woody's is a dealer for Real Deal Steel so it was only a natural that Sondles would
develop a great gasser chassis for these cars. Woody's also offers at least two other Tri-Five
Chevrolet chassisâ€”one based on stock-style suspension and another for the Pro Touring set,
but for now let's take a quick look at the gasser frame. Yes, the reproduction '57 Chevrolet steel
body and frame have arrived and we're looking forward to a stream of hot rod Chevys rolling
out of garages again, just like they did in the '60s. Close Ad. Gerry Burger writer. The
Manufacturing Process. Different Stages of Completion. What it Means to the Hobby. The
Gasser Movement. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter. Product Search Go! Are you in search
of that car that reminds you of those younger years and represents what American steel and
horsepower is all about? Do you want to cruise around in a hot rod that makes your hair stand
on end when you hit the throttle and turns more heads than a bikini car wash? All new bodies
are available as a Sedan, Hardtop or Convertible. Woody's Reproduction bodies are fully
assembled and welded, with more high-strength welds than the originals. Careful attention is
paid to every detail of the fit and finish. Features corrosion resistant high strength steel with a
white epoxy coating throughout, and is ready for final bodywork and paint. Bodies have a
minimum 90 day lead time and will be shipped in order based on the date sold. Payment can be
made via money order, cashier's check or wire transfer. Personal checks are accepted, however
your order will not be placed until the check has cleared. Shipping costs vary, for shipping
costs click here. It arrives via truck freight. Questions about titling your Woody's Hot Rodz
body? The body itself is simply a car PART. Therefore, the title and VIN technically follow
whatever your frame setup is. Revert to your local law enforcement or DOT for any further
questions. View Cart 0. Quick Order. Wish List. Begin Shopping Now! Select a make below!
Home Catalog Home. New or Hot Selling Items. Close Out Items. STEP 2 - Subsection.
Aluminum Side Panel Inserts. Bench Seat Floor Clips. Billet Body Mount Retainer Cup. Body

Braces. Body Mount Bushing Kits. Body to Frame Shims. Complete Door Assemblies.
Convertible "X" Frame Assembly. Convertible B-Pillar Braces. Convertible Frame Rail Skid
Plates. Convertible Top Mount Assemblies. Convertible Top Support Panels. Convertible Upper
Quarter Panel Tops. Convertible Windshield Frames. Cowl Side Extension Hinge Mounts. Cowl
Side Panels. Dog Leg to Rocker Panel Sections. Door Panels. Door Skins. Fender - With Molding
Holes. Fender - Without Molding Holes. Fender Braces. Fender Louvers. Fender Mounting
Hardware. Fender Reinforcement Brackets. Fender Skirts. Fender Stone Shields. Fender
Support Brackets. Fender Top Ornaments. Floor Braces. Fuel Tank "Locator" Braces. Fuel Tank
Mounts. Headlight Caps. Inner Fenders. Kick Panel Retainers. Outer Tail Gate. Outer Trunk to
Quarter Panel Fillers. Outer Wheel Well Rear Extensions. Outer Wheel Well-to-Quarter Supports.
Outer Wheel Well-to-Rocker Panels. Paint Dividers. Patch Panels. Pillar Panels. Radiator Splash
Pan Support Bracket. Rear Body Mount Access Plugs. Rear Quarter Panel Reinforcement.
Rocker Panel Plugs. Rocker Panels. Shock Mount Brace Reinforcements. Splash Pans. Splash
Shields. Tail Pan Braces. Trunk Floor Shock Mounts. Trunk Panel Braces. Under Seat Braces.
Wheel Houses. Wheel Wells. Windlace Retainers. Bumper Brackets. Bumper Bullets-Rubber.
Bumper Guards. Front Bumpers. Rear Bumpers. Belt Molding Screws. Division Bar Channel
Stops. Exterior Door Handle Assemblies. Exterior Door Handle Hardware. Exterior Mirror
Gaskets. Exterior Mirrors. Flipper Seal Screw Set. Glass Run Channel Bumpers. Glass Tracks.
Handle Guards. Handle Push Button Kits. Hinge Hardware. Hinge Seals. Key Blanks. Lock
Hardware. Lock Retainers. Locks with Keys. Lower Door Drain Seals. Lower Window Channels.
Molding Clip Sets. Quarter Door Glass Roller Guide. Quarter Window Frame Sets. Quarter
Window Glass Tracks. Quarter Window Rivet Set. Rear Door Rubber Plugs. Release
Mechanisms. Striker Plate Hardware. Upper Door Access Plugs. Upper Window Frames. Vent
Window Assembly Hardware. Vent Window Seals. Window Channel Adjustment Kit. Window
Gutter Drain Seals. Window Regulator Assemblies. Window Regulator Repair Kit. Window Roller
Rubber Set. Window Stops. Bel Air Emblems. Chevrolet Script Emblems. Cross Flag Emblems.
Generic Number Emblems. Hood Emblems. Nomad Script Emblems. Quarter Panel Script
Emblems. Side Panel Emblems. Trunk Emblem Clips. Trunk Emblems. Billet Firewall Plates.
Firewall Bolt Kits. Cargo Floor Panels. Dimmer Switch Mounting Plates. Filler Panels. Floor Pan
Plugs. Floor Pans. Inner Trunk Corner Patches. Inner Trunk Panels. License Plate Brackets.
Liftgate Arm Rebuild Kit. Liftgate Hardware. Liftgate Window Frames. Lower Tailgate Wedges.
Nomad Tailgate Handles. Rear Sliding Glass Bumpers. Rear Wheel Housing Seals. Rear
Window-to Trunk Filler Panels. Spare Tire Well. Spare Tire Well Plug. Tail Pans. Tailgate Cable
Retractor. Tailgate Cables. Tailgate Hardware. Taillight Mounting Straps. Toe Boards.
Transmission Hump Floor Pans. Trunk Area Inner Access Plugs. Trunk Floor Reinforcements.
Trunk Floors. Trunk Hinge Hardware. Trunk Lid Alignment Pin Kit. Trunk Lid Bumpers. Trunk
Lid Hardware. Trunk Lid Insulation. Trunk Lid-to-License Plate Cushions. Trunk Lock Retainers.
Upper Liftgate Tabs. Wagon Deck Handle Gaskets. A-Arm Dust Shield Retainers. A-Arm Dust
Shields. Air Duct-to-Inner Fender Seals. Cowl Brace Covers. Cowl Side Drain Gutters. Fender
Anti-Squeak Gasket Kits. Fender-to-Fender Skirt Seals. Firewall-to-Hood Seals. Front Splash
Pan Seals. Front Valance Assembly. Grille Bar Assembly. Grille Tie Bars. Grille-to
Fender-Gaskets. Grilles - Chrome. Grilles - Gold Anodized. Grilles - Polished Stainless-Steel.
Grilles - Silver Anodized. Headlight Bezel Insert Decals. Headlight Bezels. Headlight
Body-to-Fender Bucket Seals. Hood Bar Extension Gaskets. Inner Fender Seals. Jack Brace for
Front Bumper. Lower Grille Braces. Parking Light Panel Gaskets. Radiator Saddle Filler Panels.
Radiator Support-to-Fender Shim Kits. Speedometer Cable Grommets. Top of Grille Bolt Set.
Back Glass. Door Glass. Glass Package Quarter Window Glass. Tailgate Glass. Vent Window
Glass. Windshield Glass. Adjustable Hood Stop Kits. Anti-Squeak Gasket Kits. Hood Brace
Components. Hood Bumpers. Hood Components. Hood Scoops. Body Mount Bolt Kits. Body
Mount Shims. Body Mount Washers. Complete Body Hex Bolt Kit. Ignition Lock - Original Key.
Paint Gasket Kits. Plastic Polish. POR Patch Sealer. Rubber Bumper Kits. Backup Light
Assembly. Backup Light Conversion Plates. Backup Light Lenses. Belt Molding Clips. Blue Dot
Long-Stem Lenses. Blue Dot Tail Lamp Lenses. Bowtie Parking Light Lenses. Bowtie Taillight
Lenses. Chrome Hood Bars. Complete Taillight Assemblies. Deck Lid Trim. Door Molding Clip
Sets. Door Moldings. Door Window Clips. Fender Antenna Parts. Fender Molding Clip Sets.
Fender Moldings. Fender Skirt Clip Set. Fender Skirt Scuff Pads. Fin Molding Clips. Fin Molding
Pin Sets. Fin Moldings. Gas Door Fin Molding. Gas Door Guards. Grille Moldings. Hardtop
Flapper Spring Set. Headlight Bezel Screws. Hood Bar Extensions. Ignition Lock - Original Key
and Bezel. Lens Gasket Sets. License Lens Screw Set. License Plate Light Housing Assemblies.
License Plate Light Lens Gaskets. License Plate Light Lenses. License Plate Reflector. Lower
Grille Moldings. Lower Quarter Panel Moldings. Nomad Tailgate Trim. Paint Divider Molding Clip
Sets. Paint Divider Moldings. Parking Lamp Housing Assemblies. Parking Lamp Housing

Backing Plates. Parking Lamp Housings. Parking Lamp Lenses. Quarter Belt Molding Screws.
Quarter Panel Molding Clip Sets. Quarter Window Connector Clips. Rear Lamp Reflectors. Rear
Window Moldings. Rear Window Reveal Molding Clips. Rocker Panel Moldings
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. Roof Track Mounting Screws. Side Quarter Panel Moldings. Side Window Frame Screws.
Standard Window Felt Kits. Tailgate Window Molding. Taillight Bezels. Taillight Dust Shields.
Taillight Lenses. Taillight Reflectors. Trunk Bezel Assembly. Universal Molding Clips. Upper
Quarter Panel Moldings. Window Molding Clips. Window Molding Connector. Windshield
Molding Clips. Windshield Molding Connector. Windshield Pillar Moldings. Tailgate Cable
Guides. Convertible Pinch Rail Pad Kits. Door Weatherstrip Hardware. Door Weatherstripping.
Nomad Vertical Slider Seals. Rear Body-to-Bumper Seals. Rear Glass Drain Seals. Rear Quarter
Glass Seals. Roof Rail Weatherstripping. Trunk Weatherstripping. Under Taillight Seals. Vertical
Window Seals. Track Adjustment Bolt. If buying more than one part, check the box next to the
parts you want to buy and then click the 'Purchase Selected' button to add them to your cart.
The following parts were successfully added to your cart:. View Cart. Continue Shopping.

